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the like, applicants found that the type of job most readily offered to undocumented aliens was either a low-paying or seasonal

temporary labor position, often no better than a "day job" at the grocery store or hardware store, or they found themselves
unable to find such jobs at all, despite their demonstrated abilities and experience. (5) The national economic downturn of the

period between the two hearings has accentuated the above situation. (6) The court finds no explanation for the change in
attitude of the INS. In its decision, the INS admits that the agency itself had "always recognized that an alien may choose to

remain if it is in his best interest to do so." However, the INS now justifies its change in position on the basis that "Congress has
not explicitly limited [the Attorney General's] discretion in revoking the annual benefits." The court finds that the reason the

decision to deny the petitioners' legalization petition was based on considerations of national policy cannot be supported by the
brief testimony offered at the hearing before the district court. The reasoning of the INS is wanting in depth and clarity, too
often resorting to only the most superficial elements of the Service's position. The INS' position is further weakened by its
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qualified" to perform an alien job. There
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JQuery - append() won't work I'm trying to use append() on a select option onChange event. At first, the change event is not
firing, so I'm going to get the value of the input box. The code is: $(document).ready(function(){

$('#category_id').change(function() { $('#category').val($(this).val()); }); $(function() {
$('#category').val($('#category_id').val()); }); $('#category').append($("#category_id").val()); }); When the input box changes,
the alert is never called. A: The code you have is fine, just make sure the change event is working as expected before trying to

append the element to #category. You can check this by trying to change the value of the #category field without using the
change event. Edit: If you want to move the initialization code inside the change event handler, you could do it like this, but if

you do, you will need to update the value of #category when you are fetching the ID of the element.
$(document).ready(function(){ $('#category_id').change(function() { $('#category').val($(this).val());

$('#category').append($("#category_id").val()); }); $(function() { $('#category').val($('#category_id').val()); }); }); g - 12 = 0.
Let u = -4 + 7. Let x = -3.4 + u. Which is smaller: x or s? x Let b = 3/38 + -37/38. Let y(f) 82138339de
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